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A.N Other wants to build a 
community of people who 
appreciate what really matters. Objective
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30 years old

Age

Target  Audience

Won’t follow the 
fashion trend and has 
excellent taste. Shops 
less but owns 
high-quality products.
 

Life Style

An independent Photographer 
and lives in Los Angeles

Work
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People try too hard to ‘fit in ’ with peers by making similar 
selections as other people.

THE PROBLEM
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The Creative Brief 
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THE INSIGHT
People who try too hard end up being fake.
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THE STRATEGY

Show that investing in your ordinaries is what will make you extraordinary.
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1-A.N.Other is familiar with the production process of their perfume since A.N.Other has their 
factories to make unique and high-quality perfumes.  Nowadays, only Chanel HERMES and 
Guerlain have their perfume factories. 

2-A.N.Other authorize their perfumers to make stylish and award-winning perfumes. 
A.N.Other invests in perfumers to design the unique products.

3-The name of A.N.Other also means that everyone can bring their own story. A.N Other 
empowers people to show their own personality and taste.

A.N. Other has all the strengths above to help people show their original sides.  A.N Other 
wants to introduce the trend and not get lost with other perfumes with their marketing tricks.

Reasons to believe 
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Communication Strategy
Barrier Comms task Channel 

Awareness People think ordinary 
equals mediocre.

Share the special moment 
of people’s ordinary day.

Online: Youtube, Tiktok, IG

Offline: Poster in boutique 
shops

Consideration 
Don’t have confidence in 
my ordinary life.

We will show how ordinary 
things will lead to an 
extraordinary life.  

Retargeting, Social media 

Action How can I show/join this 
community? 

Share your moments on this  
Microsite.

EDM, and Campaign 
Microsite.
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Using a  bold and strong voice 
empowers people to show a simple, 
original version of themselves. 

Tone 
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Dare to be 
original 

THE BIG IDEA
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A.N. Other has invested in their product to make 
something original and now we want the consumer 

to invest in themselves

We will empower consumer to be original. 
And ask what ordinary moments shape them?

Message: A.N Other dares you to be original 

Creative Concept
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Dare to be Original Campaign-  Awareness

Youtube
Tiktok
Instagram 
Pinterest
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Print OOH
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Build Online Community by Empowering

Start to build community on social, asking our 
consumer -

what keeps them original,?
what ordinary moments in their day make 
them who they are?

#daretobeoriginal
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What Makes You Original?

-Users will post on their page 
captioning - 
what makes them original 
#daretobeoriginal

-Making the consumer and their 
stories the face of A.N. Other

-A.N. Other would repost on 
platforms 
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Ordinary Life

This is real, this daily life
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Microsite for Consumer Photos

A collection of moments 
that get you from one 
point of your life to the 
next 

Embrace your normal

#daretobeoriginal
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Consumer face of A.N Other’s brand
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CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, 
and infographics & images by Freepik. 

Thank You
A.N. Other || BRIEF
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http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

